
5-1-7 Fighting Friends Case Study: Bullying or Social Conflict?

Before reading the two scenarios, remind children: Bullying has three conditions. It is:1) repetitive; 2) 
unwanted; and 3) includes a power imbalance. Bullying creates fear. 

Social conflict does NOT include a power imbalance. Social conflict can be resolved through talking it 
out; bullying cannot. If normal social conflict is not worked out properly, it CAN worsen into a bullying 
situation. 

The instructor should then read aloud (or project on a screen) the two scenarios.  

Fighting Friends Scenario A: Maria and Jordan have been best friends for a long time. A new student 
named Sam joins their class partway through the school year. Maria and Sam quickly begin hanging 
out together all the time, and Jordan feels jealous.  

Jordan’s anger simmers when Maria cancels their plans to go to the movies with Sam, and Jordan feels 
a strong desire to get back at Maria. Jordan starts rumors about Maria and urges mutual friends to 
ostracize Maria. When Maria sits down at the lunch table, Jordan encourages everyone else to switch 
tables. Jordan and a group of other kids surround Maria at recess and make fun of her. 

Maria starts to miss school, claiming she is ill. When Maria reports the situation to the school’s social 
worker, Jordan says, “I was just kidding.” The rumors continue, and Maria’s parents contact the school. 

* * * * 

Fighting Friends Scenario B: Maria and Jordan have been best friends for a long time. A new student 
named Sam joins their class partway through the school year. Maria and Sam quickly begin hanging 
out together all the time, and Jordan feels jealous. The situation gets worse when Maria cancels plans 
with Jordan to go to the movies with Sam. 

Jordan confronts Maria in the hallway at school and shouts at her that she is a bad friend. Maria grows 
defensive and shouts back at Jordan. The two kids refuse to speak to each other for the next few days. 
They send angry emojis back and forth and roll their eyes at each other in school. They do not force 
their friends to take sides.  

The following week, Jordan asks Maria to meet during lunch. Jordan apologizes for shouting at Maria 
in the hallway. “I miss spending time together, and I wish you had invited me to join you and Sam at 
the movie instead of canceling plans on me,” Jordan said.  

Maria apologizes for leaving Jordan out and explains that she will do a better job of balancing her time, 
because she cares about Jordan. The kids agree to find some special time each week to spend time with 
each other. 
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Draw how you feel or write down the words and emotions that come to your mind while listening 
to Fighting Friends Scenario A: 

Draw how you feel or write down the words and emotions that come to your mind while listening 
to Fighting Friends Scenario B: 

After reading the stories, discuss the following questions as a group: 
1.Both scenarios involve some “mean” behaviors. Which scenario is bullying? Which is social conflict?  
2.What behaviors were examples of bullying? 
3.How did you feel listening to each story? 
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